
Herzberg HG-5049: Vehicle-Mounted LED Light

Multifunctional LED lamp for travel and outdoor use. Vehicle-mounted lamp for warning and emergency
purposes. Compact, easy to carry design with stable magnet attachment.

Manufacturer: Herzberg Professional Tools
Reference:HG-5049
Options:
Color : Black, White

Product Description and Specification
 

 

 

 

 

The Herzberg HG-5049: Vehicle-Mounted LED Light is a multi-functional portable lamp that was designed for convenience.
Made from a high-quality ABS plastic, durable and lightweight. It has a 16 LED light that gives brighter light than the usual
emergency lamp or flashlight. This lamp also has a 4 light modes; Flashlight mode, Night-light mode, Mood-light mode,



Warning lights mode that will surely stand its multi-functionality features. Under the light is a high capacity battery with a
1200mAh built-in lithium battery that last longer(6-8 hours duration). Easy to use and the compact design has this lamp has a
hook that can hang and a  strong magnetic base with anti-slip silicone that can be attached easily to any metal. Specially
designed for all kinds of outdoor activities- Night walk, mountain climbing, night riding, wild meal, fishing. Also can be
used for car maintenance at night, emergency shutdown at night or a guiding light for car following.

 

 

 

Features: 

Multifunctional LED lamp for travel and outdoor usage Vehicle mounted lamp for warning and emergency purpose High-
quality material and circuitry Brighter light to see more clearly 16 pieces built-in LED light 4 modes for different purposes
Flashlight mode, Night-light mode, Mood-light mode, Warning light mode Compact, easy to carry and portable design Long
lasting  power duration and big power supply Stable and strong magnet attachment for any metal Easy to charge using USB
port Perfect for all outdoor activities Warning light for night emergency stop and car convoy guide Illuminate in the car,
trunk or out of the car during the night. Can be used on camping trips and night fishing. Can be used when cutting off
electricity or guiding the car.

 

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Herzberg Color: Black, White Light's Color: Cool White, Warm White, Red,  Blue Number of LED Lights: 16
Pieces Working Temperature: -40 degrees to 60 degree Color Temperature LED: White 6500  Beam Angle: 360 degree
Mode: 4 Modes Product Material: ABS, PC Maximum Charging Duration: 4 Hours  Input Voltage: 5V Battery Capacity:
1200mAh Battery Type: Lithium  Hours of work: 6-8h Input Voltage: DC 5V  Product Dimension: 21cm x 8cm Product
Weight: 270g

EAN : 6970810600186

ISBN : 85131000

Weight : 0.68 Kg

Volume : 0.00170 m3

(L x l x H) : 9.00 cm x 9.00 cm x 21.00 cm

Box : 40  units
Pallet : 640  (Units)
Box dimensions : 46cn x 38cn x 43cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg5049-vehiclemounted-led-light-xml-243-3805.html

